Let f(z) be an integral function of finite order p ^ 0, let M(r, ƒ) = M(r) =max| ? | a!3r \f{z) |, and let n(r,f)=n (r) be the number of zeros oîf(z) in | z\ gr and on its circumference. I have discussed elsewhere 1 the behaviour of g(r) =log M(r)/n(r), as r--> oo, and have proved that for every canonical product function f{z)
Hence for m ^ ra 0 , lo gƒ(*) < 2m{log 2 + */im-i log X m } ^ exp {log Mm-i + 2 log log X w }, log AT( §r, F) (/p \ > ^4 exp < ( -+ € n j log X n -log f w _i -(P + *7n)(y log X n -log 2^ + 0(1)1 = A exp < € n log X w -log f w _i ^ log X n + 0(1) > = A exp < 2^n log X n + (4 + p) log X n _i -(-j + € n -A log X n _! -"~ log X w + 0(1) 1, 3 A denotes a positive constant.
n(r, F)i(r)
and the last expression tends to infinity with n. 
